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Abstract 
We propose a new game mechanic, Game Entity Social Mapping (GESM), based on fetching data about the player and his 
contacts through social networking sites and mapping it over different game entities. It seems particularly interesting to 
apply GESM in serious games. To train, teach or persuade a user it is increasingly necessary to use realistic contexts or 
familiar information to the player. This paper presents games which use GESM and the most promising research lines of it. 
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1. Introduction 
A number of games have been able to extract information from other remote sites, tweets in TweetLand [1] 
and top news in HangMan [2], and transform it into playable data in an innovative and appealing way for the 
players. Some applications have successfully used data available through Facebook to perform simulations or 
to create content customized to the user [3][4]. Salubrious [5] is a game to learn about health issues and 
problems based on real data obtained from the US Open Data initiatives.  
Users are becoming less reluctant to share all kind of information on social networks. Moreover this data can 
be accessed in a standard manner and through well-defined protocols. All this facts present social networks as 
huge data repositories which can be used for creating playable data. We pretend to explore a new mechanic 
called GESM "Game Entities Social Mapping" consisting of mapping over game entities (playable characters, 
NPCs, enemies, power-ups or levels) available data of a person through one of his social networks (name, 
profile picture, gender, age, languages, friends or hobbies), e.g. a character in an RPG can translate a papyrus 
because our friend who has been mapped into it can read Greek. 
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2. Avatarians Game 
As a first exploration of the GESM mechanic three different games were implemented using a common base 
called Avatarians. Facebook has been used as the social data repository since it provides tools in form of APIs 
to query its data and manage user authentication. 
characters that can be directly controlled dragging the mouse to command movement or to interact with other 
objects. Facebook groups and likes are mapped as enemies and information about languages, gender, age or 
location of Facebook contacts is used to create different challenges (Fig 1.a). These mini-games served as a 
prototype for conducting a first evaluation in order to determine if the mechanic is feasible and useful. In the 
game PhotoTwister  pictures of the contacts become surfaces in which the player must enter the characters 
that appear in it; in Friend's Quest  information about friends is used to create different challenges which must 
be completed by the corresponding friend character (Fig 1.b); in Fight your hobbies  
hobbies becomes an enemy to be defeated. 
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Fig. 1. (a) game entities mapped from Facebook Data; (b) mini-game  
3. Application to Serious Games 
Preliminary results suggest that GESM helps to make a game more engaging and fun, however the 
effectiveness of the mechanic varies significantly between different types of games. It seems particularly 
interesting to apply GESM in serious games. To train, teach or persuade a user it is increasingly necessary to 
use realistic contexts or familiar information to the player [6]. Part of the game data will be real, thus the user 
will gain useful knowledge for the real world. Memorizing the hobbies of a contact to improve our performance 
in the game allows us to learn facts that will help us to know or understand more about that person. Special care 
should be taken in choosing the way of applying GESM, replacing fantastic data with actual data could lead to 
a game which is not fun, fantasy is a major factor to make things fun [7]. 
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